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Dear Community Members,
Subho Bijoya! Another full year has passed, and Durga Puja has returned once
more to the BASC society, bringing with it a time of Rabindra Sangeet, natok, sarees,
and traditional cuisine. And of course, with Durga Puja comes Ankur, one of the most
memorable parts of the Puja experience we have grown up in.
It is hard to believe that over a full decade has passed since we first submitted
our works into the Ankur. Ankur always represented a group of kids trying to give
back to the BASC community, and representing as editors-in-chief feels incredible. As
we complete our final moments working on this year’s Ankur, we hope that the next
generation of youth will continue to embrace and savor those same moments. Realizing that this is our last year working with Ankur is a poignant and bittersweet experience.
This year’s theme of growing up embraces the ways that our community has
affected our lives. As we become older and moving into our great futures it is important to keep in mind our roots and never forget the importance of the culture we
have been accustomed to.
As our former editor-in-chiefs said, “Growing up happens in a heartbeat. One
day you’re in diapers; the next day you’re packing for college. But the memories of
childhood stay with you for the long haul.” Cherish your childhood more because the
majority of your life will be in adulthood. Adulthood has its benefits, but childhood is
stress free. We can only be children for so long.
Lastly, we would like to thank Apurba Kaku for doing so much for us. He has
so much faith in us and the editorial theme, and that really means a lot. We’d also like
to thank the Ankur Editorial Board for taking the time to come together and make
such an amazing magazine.
We look forward to all to come in this new year, with great hope in the amazing event that is Durga Puja.

Best Wishes,
The Ankur Team
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EDITORIAL
Shinjini Das and Diya Chakraborti

There are more than 200 countries in the world. Each one of these countries have different cultures, beliefs, ideals, and most importantly food. Food is a wonderful way to introduce children to different cultures and develop positive perspectives. We grow up eating
the foods of our culture, making it become a part of who we are. Many of us associate food
from our childhood with good memories and warm feelings as it ties us to our families,
holding a very personal and special place in our hearts. For example, many festivals and
celebrations have traditional foods associated with them, such as Diwali, Ramadan, and
Eid. For each of these different cultures, the traditional foods are passed down from one
generation to the next creating different expressions of cultural identity for all of us. The
continuation of creating traditional family meals from our cultures is a symbol of pride for
our ethnicity.
What’s the traditional dish of the United States? While iconic foods like burger and pizza
may come to mind, the United States is the world’s greatest cultural melting pot, so it’s
hard to say. Living in California as Indian-American immigrants has exposed us to different types of foods, like Chinese, Mexican, Korean, Mediterranean, Persian, Japanese, and
much more. Indian and American cuisine are very different from each other. Indian food
utilizes a variety of spices, herbs, and vegetables from surrounding regions, while American food fuses multiple ethnic and regional approaches into completely new cooking
styles. Although we live in California, which is thousands of miles away from our motherland, the foods we make here show our unique cuisines reflecting the history, culture, and
lifestyle of our country.
Sincerely,
Shinjini Das & DIya Chakraborti
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TEAM EDITORIAL
Bengali culture has been kept alive through organizations such as BASC. Children and parents
come together from the bustle of their lives to celebrate Bengali culture, and an incredibly important aspect of this culture is food. Throughout my life, my earliest and most prominent memories have the constant aspect of food. My mother cooking butter chicken and naan for my birthday. Huddling around the dinner table with my parents, uncles, and aunts at my grandmother’s
house, a plethora of food on the table. Mutton, polau, two different types of daal, rice, sabjis, and
laughter all around, Bengali food is another culture in itself. Growing up in Southern California,
sometimes I have a difficult time appreciating this culture, because I’ll be going out to drink boba
and eat Chipotle with my friends rather than staying home and eating daal bhat aloo sheddho. The
melting pot of culture that Southern California consists of lets us appreciate our Bengali culture
by coming together for what it is during Durga Pujo. The simplest aspect to do this through is
food!
- Oishika Chattopadhyay
When I stop and think of all the blessings and privileges I have in my life, the Bengali community
immediately stands out to me. Friends, family, and loved ones all connected together through one
community has given me a sense of family and support that not everyone has the chance to experience. Whether it be stresing together about school, talking about second generation indian
struggles, or simply enjoying Durga Puja together, I can speak for myself and many others that
this community is an amazing place to bond with friends and make memories that we can cherish
for the rest of our lives. I cannot express the joy and warmth that I feel when I see an uncle or
mashi that I know at a party as they proceed to give me a big, warm hug and tell me how tall I’ve
grown or ask me if I remember them or not. Knowing that there’s always a group of warm, loving
uncles, aunties, and friends that I can reach out to for support is why I value this Bengali community so much.
- Rishi Halder
We all know that Bengali food is some of the best tasting, and most satisfying food in the entire
world. However, we also know that most Bengali food is also unhealthy. So we need to have a
healthy balance between having our taste buds explode with pleasure and eating the green stuff
we call vegetables (Sorry, but fruits won’t cut it). Sure we’ve got food with vegetables, but we also
have to consider that said vegetables are usually drowning in oils and fats. So by eating in a way
where we eat all the oil, butter goodness of Bengali food, while eating our healthy foods, we can
come together as a community, a very healthy community.
– Ayush Sen
Food over the years has changed over time, influenced by new cultures. Indian food, for example,
started around 4000 BCE, 6019 years. Since then it has been changed by the Mughal Empire as
well as influences from the Europeans that came to Asia. This change in culture has happened all
over the world and has led to a sense of unity over these cultures, connecting millions of people
across the globe.
– Arin Sasmal
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Ever since childhood, I was used to seeing my mom cooking various forms of Indian food.
Every day, hours upon hours were spent in the kitchen making sure that the perfect
amount of spices were going into the perfect amount of food. After all this time, over 10
years spent outside of her home country, my mother still is an expert in the art of Bengali
cuisine. To me, this delicious food is one of the few things that still connects me to my cultural heritage. We might be from different places, we might have different views, but at
least we can sit down together and all enjoy an exquisite, mouth-watering meal.
– Arshia Bose

A common thing that we all bond over is food. We all share recipes and other food-relating
stories. I remember my uncle telling me how there is a family recipe for preparing mutton.
Although there will always be a generation gap, food is something we can all relate to.
Family recipes are passed along from generation to generation. In the end, food brings us
together and poses as a great bonding opportunity.
– Riya Banerjee
No matter what one’s background is, who they are, or where they hail from, food is a constant in one’s life. Every person has grown up eating food which plays into their identity.
Food changes in different parts of the world, but still acts as a bridge to cultures. All people have a different story, but food is something that will never leave the human story, being an integral part of all of us.
-Aritro (Arko) Tribedi
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The Yorkshire Terrier
Puppy
Oishika Chattopadhyay
Age 14

Durga Pujo
Pammi Ganguly
Age 13
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Fusing Identities Through Dance
Diya Chakraborti
Age 16
My name is Diya, or Die-ya as most substitute teachers call me, and I speak 3 languages:
English, Bengali, and sarcasm. But more importantly, I’m India born, Ohio raised, and California living. My identity is split between these places, but there’s been one constant in my
life: Odissi, an ancient form of Indian classical dance characterized by its grace, power, and
dynamic storytelling.
I spent most of my childhood in Cleveland, Ohio. And for those of you who don’t know what
it’s like, Ohio is like milk: a homogeneous white community. I grew up as the only colored
person amongst my peers for over a decade.
Most of my friends didn’t know that every weekend, my mom would drive me 50 miles for
class with my Odissi guru (or teacher). While I absolutely loved my guru, I didn’t fall in love
with dance. In fact, I kinda hated it. Going through redundant technique and long, tiring
pieces was anything but fun, and parental pressure to cling onto my culture made me want
to run away from it.
As Indian immigrants, we were just steps away from the American Dream, and nothing was
going to stop me from achieving it.
In a sense, I did. When I was 13 years old, we moved to California. With its cultural diversity
and laid-back vibes, it seemed so perfect that I felt like an invasive species. I made friends
with people who looked like me, and was soon a happy soul without a care in the world.
Fast forward to my freshman orientation, when I visited all the student groups on campus.
One of my family friends invited me to check out the school’s dance company and I kind of
just shrugged it off. Most dancers I knew auditioning were versatile and had strong technical backgrounds, so I was pretty sure I didn’t stand a chance. But the more I looked into it,
the more I knew I couldn’t pass up on this. To my surprise, I somehow got in!
For the past few years, Dance Company has given me performance opportunities with my
bestest friends and many new dance forms - from jazz, lyrical, and hip-hop to tap, West African, and Middle Eastern. It’s unmatched to anything I’ve experienced before. I even
10
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quit activities that I had pursued since elementary school to dedicate more time towards
it, but something felt off. How could I accept so many new dance forms almost instantly,
but reject my own culture from day 1?
It wasn’t until my sophomore year that I got a great idea: since I was experienced in both
Indian classical and Western forms, why not combine the two into one piece? For example, an Odissi-contemporary fusion or Odissi-tap fusion. Doesn’t work quite the same with
Odissi and hip-hop, but if you pull it off, I’ll be the first to know.
The results of my little experiment were pretty interesting! Sure, my first fusion piece didn’t have the greatest choreography, but I gradually improved with each dance. I got the
opportunity to work with diverse dancers and perform all over Southern California.
Blending Eastern rhythm with Western lyricism doesn’t only create interesting pieces, but
interesting audience reactions. As an artist, I can’t ask for much more.
Branching off to different styles made me come full circle back to my roots. Today, I have
the greatest love for Odissi and my gurus, and a deep appreciation for dance as a whole.
Experience in two different worlds has helped shaped my identity as an IndianAmerican.
But my journey’s just started. No matter how much you think your identities clash, think
again! Whether you’re interested in similar disciplines, like chemistry and environmental
science, or totally different ones, like engineering and the visual arts. So get out there and
explore - I guarantee you’ll surprise the world and yourself.

Squirtle
Nayan Reddy

Age 7
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Catty
Natasha Reddy
Age 4

Four Seasons
Ishani Basu
Age 11
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Abu the Elephant

Sidharth Chatterjee
Age 13

The Divine Shakti
Anya Pramanick
Age 12
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The Dangers of Excessive Googling
Rishi Halder
Age 14
Many are quick to consider that our age is a revolution in the spur of ideas, technology, and the development of the world. But while the very progression
of our revolutionary technology is thought to elevate the power and prosperity of
the mankind to the next level, it’s actually sending our mind’s thought process to
a scary low. We students often get writing assignments and science projects from
school and our impulsive urge to start googling our way into that “A” begins.
It’s not just about school. It’s really about the real-world problems we encounter and will encounter for the rest of our lives: “How do I fix this? How do I
accomplish that? What do I do when this happens?” And for our generation of the
world, it’s not getting any better. The World Economic Forum, an international
organization that interacts with the world’s leaders in business, had a report on
the future of jobs which identified complex problem-solving, critical thinking,
and creativity as the top three most important characteristics for high-paying
jobs by the year 2020. It makes sense if you think about it. The demand for
knowledge content and memorization ability is dropping. In our age, we have
computers for that. But we have our brains and only our brains for innovation
and creativity. The core difference between mind and machine.
Some may strongly believe that the more we Google, the more knowledge
and ideas we’ll have to use later in our lives. It seems reasonable at first, but this
mentality falls short in the real world. Education was never meant to teach us
how to Google solutions to our life problems. The structure of our school system
has seemed to ingrain the fact that “the more you know, the better” into our
heads. It’s not completely true.
We use facts and information in our real life to give us some context and
background when solving a problem. But simply knowing background information when trying to solve a problem does us no good when we need to actually
develop a solution to the problem. There is no set solution on Google for every
possible problem we will encounter and there never will be. Problem solving requires the use of our mental capacity; in order to problem solve we must effectively apply our background knowledge into a problem, while combining
14
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creativity and critical thinking into a solution. In the absence of problem-solving
skills, information is useless. In the absence of problem-solving skills, potential is wasted.
I’ll put it simply: Googling everything doesn’t teach us how to think. Sure, we get so
much exposure to different ideas and perspectives, which is important. But whose ideas
really are they? What mental effort did we put in to achieve what we want? This is dangerous. Not being able to develop the mental capacity to think and to independently problem-solve leads our generation and our future down a risky path. A dependent path.
We’re so used to expecting Google to fix our real-world problems that it's ridiculous. Our habits of turning to Google instead of our own minds and potential make us easy
prey for the realities of the real world. Let’s face it: we’re not always going to have access
to Google in our day-to-day life and our reliance on always having access to Google has
built a strong dependency for it in our lives. And when we encounter a problem where we
don’t have Google, we’re in big trouble. What happens? All the twelve years of school we
spent googling our way into answers renders us useless and dependent on the internet.
The more we excessively Google, the less independent we will be in our lives.
Though dependency may seem like the only effect of excessive Googling, it can also
affect how we think critically about the media and information online. In our society,
trust is built through establishing a sense of convenience and reliability in times of need.
It’s not that different from Google. Google has given us so much convenience in our lives
that our trust for it has started to make us more susceptible to misinformation and bogus
pseudoscience. Our habits of excessive googling cause us to have a naive reliance on the
web and make us ignorant of the misinformation out there by preventing us from slowing
down and thinking critically about the validity of online sources.
All of this being said, Google is still a revolutionary tool. I’m not saying that Googling anything is an act of dependency. The internet is something we should take advantage of especially when learning but we should caution ourselves before we start losing our freedom to think for ourselves. And when using this mentality, it’s okay to sometimes become stuck when trying to solve a problem. Mystery provokes curiosity, and
there is nothing greater than human curiosity that lets us learn, grow, and develop to become the best that we are capable of being.
Creativity, innovation, and problem solving were the critical assets that brought
our world and society into the success that it is today. If we keep excessively Googling,
our dependency and lack of creativity as the next generation paves the way for our struggle as a generation in tackling the world’s greatest future problems and challenges. After
all, the very people who made Google couldn’t Google solutions to their own challenges.
Let’s learn from them.
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Hotel California
Diya Chakraborti

Age 17

Galaxy
Shinjini Das
Age 17
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We Can Save Her
Ayush Sen
Age 16
We can Save Her

Digging through the past

Who cares if the Earth becomes

Using relics of past deaths

Uninhabitable in so many years?

to kill our dear mother

And if the world's glaze disappears?

Keep the past

The population, constantly rising

In the past

300 million...

Let the fossils rest as they once did

1.2 billion...
3.7 billion...
5.5 billion...

Ra, Amaterasu, and Apollo
would be happy to accommodate
Our selfish desires

And now, 7.5 billion strong
So let us join together
We keep burning
more and more
Energy for all!
Energy forever!
Ceaseless desire
The greenhouse gases
Layer upon layer
Trapping the heat
Burning our mother alive

Not as a rainbow,
but as a single ray of hope
Let us save our mother
Our mother Earth
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Shiv Durga Ganesh
Ishani Basu
Age 11

Shundor Desh
Pammi Ganguly
Age 13
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Food
Arin Sasmal
Age 16

What is food? Food is something that we have everyday, an important part
of our daily lives. It is what makes us who we are whether we come from Europe,
Asia, or even Africa. Each dish is passed down by tradition, changed by each generation. For example when it comes to Indian cuisine, it first began to develop around
4000 BCE, when much of the food we ate was whatever we could find, throughout
the years, it has been changed very slightly by the Mauryan, Gupta, Mughal, and
eventually the Portuguese and British. This has interested me from a very young age.
I learned that the meals being eaten all those years ago have gradually changed to
the beloved dishes that people eat today; dishes so diverse and yet still all built from
the same few ingredients. Since then I have learned about food from all over the
world and the cultural entity that it gives people a sense of unity in each country.
Even in these countries, food changes, for example food from West Bengal is considered to be very different from food from the North of India. Every culture takes
pride in its cooking always trying to share it with the world. There is not one type
of cuisine that can be considered better than another one, as that is simply subjective, something that is based on the person. The only thing that can be seen is the
care and love put into every dish and the pride that people of those cultures take in
making it. Places like America have led to new types of cuisines forming as it is a
melting pot of culture. We now have fusion food, a combination of different cultural food. For example there is Asian fusion or Mexican fusion. These new types of
cuisine help connect people all across the globe, with only one thing in mind, creat-

ing new amazing food. Food is a vital factor in contributing to the identity of a people as every cuisine is different from one another yet somehow the same.
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The Essence of Durga Pujo
Riya Banerjee
Age 15
Durga puja will always remain an important aspect of my life. As a second generation
Bengali living is Southern California, Durga puja has played a vital role in my cultural upbringing. Whether it’s going to the rehearsals for Patshala’s annual natoks, or just going to
the weekend pujos, I felt as though I am honoring my Indian heritage. The energy people
have towards Durga puja is incredible. Over the span of these October days, time seems to
freeze. Amidst all the various pressures and work people have, they still make time for Durga
puja. Many of us stay in hotels just so they can attend all three days of the weekend pujo, not
to mention the additional fun of lodging with your friends for three continuous days. Durga
puja is not only an auspicious occasion, but it is also a time when we all come together to celebrate Ma Durga. Our parents brought this important part of their lives when they came to
this country so we could experience the same joy they did as a child during Durga Puja, and
for that I am truly grateful.

Krishna
Srinjoy Maji
Age: 10
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Bad Food, Bad Mood
Shrihan Chakraborti
Age: 10
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Lioness
Natasha Reddy
Age 4
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Pujor Bhuribhoj
Gaurav Karande
Age 12
Durga Pujo in Kolkata and everywhere, as we all know is never restricted to only religious celebrations, it’s a mega social event in our calendar and each time I travel to Kolkata to enjoy my mother’s ancestral Pujo, it’s a gastronomical journey as well for me- in
fact, a part I savor most. Behala Sonar Duga Bari’s 200 years old Durga Pujo is famous in
the area, for its rich tradition and history, and food remains an integral part of it. Apart
from “Bhog” offered to Maa Durga, the entire family enjoys all their meals together these
four days, in a pandal behind the family temple.
The extended family comes from all over the world, meets and greets and relishes the
Bengali delicacies together as they used to during their childhood. Our breakfasts starts
with luchi, either accompanied with begun bhaja, or alur dom or yummy sada aloor
torkari, and then majestic sweets-bondey, ledikeni or jilipi take their turns. I simply love
the breakfast time- we cousins bond over it and then run off to play where as my mom,
mamas and mashis continue to sit there for adda with endless rounds of tea and coffee
being served and hit bengali songs in the background keeps up with the upbeat mood.
My dimma, other didas and mamimas are in charge of bhog made in massive scale.
Everyday, two types of “bhogs” are offered - kichuri bhog and saada bhog during the day,
and luchi bhog at night. The ‘bhog” after puja and aarti and anjali, is distributed to all who
come for puja and darshan. Our lunch also starts with the bhog, and then continues with
quintessential Bengali menu of mochar ghonto, lau chochhori, chhanchra, dhokar dalna
etc, followed by aamish items- chingri malaikari, topshey fry, rui kaliya and sorshey illish.
Chaatni, rosogolla and payesh round it up. The entire family, relatives, family friends
gather- cacophony and heat become too much to handle, but as mom says-that’s the true
essence of Barir Pujo. Both Thakur Dalan and pandal are overcrowded with family and
friends at any point of time those four days. All the helpers, dhaaki-dhulis eat together
with us, some have been part of family and family pujo for last 50 years- without them,
our Barir Pujo is incomplete! Evenings, we’ve luchi bhog with narkel nadus and sujir
payesh, but I never eat at home- my mamas and mashis take me out for pandal hopping
and treat me with fuchka, bhelpuri , kati rolls, moughlai paratha, biryani etc -you name it
and I love it! Too much food is then washed down with Limca( ma’s favorite and we don’t
get it here) and kulfi/kesar pistaa icecreams cool down the body temperature, felt among
maddening crowd rush and super-humid weather!
The fun, the energy, the excitement and the vibes I feel during the Pujo days in Kolkata are unparallel to anything else I’ve experienced so far- to be with near and dear ones
enjoying age-old traditions, the frenzy, the madness-City of Joy in its true glory! And
food does play its major role.... oh, so well!
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L.A. in the Summertime
Arshia Bose
Age 15
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Ganesh
Srinjoy Maji
Age 10

Single Line David
Ayush Sen
Age 16
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Mama and Baby Bunny
Rajanya Konar
Age: 9
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The Escape Artist
Aritro Tribedi
Age: 14

Escape Artist
I don’t want to be here
I need to get out
Here I have no powers to get rid of
The human monsters that roam about
Maybe I could find a way out
by disappearing in a screen of Steam
Click on the icon and suddenly
There’s so many worlds for me to see
Alt + Tab to escape my boring existence
And suddenly I’m longer sitting
I’m a man with a purpose, mowing down demons
With the entire world in need of me
Another day, another session
Have I learned my lesson?
No. I’m gonna prove the facility that life’s not worthless
Hop in my ship, buy decor from a cat, and..
The world of Monolith presents its mysteries and a labyrinth-like fortress
What was that? Hit ESC, and look around, oh wait
It was just the sound of my misery
Look back at my screen, “High Score!” It reads
But what worth does it really keep?
I get up, press power off, walk away, and soon enough
I realize I’m not a scavenger, Doomguy, not even a Gungeoneer
I see the character I’ve been playing as in this world
Yes, the world we’re standing in right here
I’m not an assassin, a wizard, or an engineer, I’m..
The Escape Artist, so what’s your role here?
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Landscape
Srinjoy Maji
Age: 10
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Adventure Is Out There
Shrihan Chakraborti
Age: 10
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Raja Ram Mohan Roy
Mohona Ganguly
Age 16
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Raja Ram Mohan Roy
Mohana Ganguly
Age 16
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Poems By a Potterhead!
Ishani Basu
Age 11

I Iurk in sorrow, lies, and
despair
Never known nor given kindly care
When souls turn dark, they
come to me
for l am the master
that shall set them free
l take away love
and give them hate
blinded by wealth
they take the bait
l wrought all lies
and feed them so
l am the master of the Dark
Arts
and Light’s deadly foe
TOM MARVOLO RIDDLE
I AM LORD VOLDEMORT
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I have made great mistakes
so far in my journey
Embraced the Dark Arts
and behaved entirely absurdly
But the price for my actions
were too much to bear
when the only one l loved
was gone beyond repair
To pay my debt
l took care of her son
As arrogant as his father
but her only one
l have killed
l have tortured
Have a mark on my shoulder
For l am a spy
and have been since the day
Lily Evans died
I AM SEVERUS SNAPE
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l am a famous old man
as old as you can get
Seen as the force against evil
The one that Tom dread
But l am after all human
and can rise like a missile
Therefore, my greatest mistake
was befriending a golden-haired boy
with a merry whistle
l gave Gellert Grindelwald a brandnew slogan
and accidently murdered my sister
caught up in his motions
Motions for power, motions for soul
But l defeated him in the end
and my name is
ALBUS DUMBLEDORE
My parents are gone
were killed when l was little
For ten years I’d been malnourished,
verbally abused, and belittled
and then my savior arrived
a half-giant in a brown coat
and I was taken to a big castle
inside a small boat
and learnt magic in my new school
my amazing new home
l took on a troll, saved the sorcerer’s
stone
fought a basilisk, rescued a little girl

banished dementors, saved a wanted
man,
watched Voldy’s rebirth, and blast his
prophecy to sand
Then I went on a mission to
destroy Tommy Boy’s soul
the man who took everyone from
me,
one by one,
but I couldn’t have done it alone,
facing these constant dangers
for that l owe
Ronald Bilius Weasley
and
Hermione Jean Granger
I AM HARRY POTTER
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Life is Good
Shrihan Chakraborti
Age 10
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Starry Night
Oishika Chattopadhyay
Age 14
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